
Cho Oyu Expedition

Trip Overview
Cho-Oyu Expedition is a beautiful and easy Expedition above 8000m mountain, Mount Cho-Oyu is
situated on the border of Nepal and Tibet, about 20 km to the west of Mt. Everest. Mt. Cho-Oyu
stands 8188 m tall and ranks the sixth highest mountain in the world and Cho Oyu was the fifth of
the 8000 m peaks to be climbed. Mount Cho-Oyu in Tibetan means the Goddess of Turquoise where
Chomo means goddess and Yu means Turquoise and it is also known as ‘Mighty Head’ or God’s
Head. Hence, this is regarded as a holy mountain for the locals with religious beliefs. Although there
are two routes available to Cho-Oyu, the North West ridge from Tibet is the most popular and also
most recommended because the mountain is vertical on the Nepal side but the mountain towards the
Tibet side looks quite plain. Despite being an eight thousander, Cho-Oyu is actually not so
procedural, this is quite an easy mountain to climb and the mountain possess comparatively low
objective risk and has good snow conditions, especially in the fall though in this season there are
colder days and progressively more unstable weather. But like with most Himalayan peaks, spring is
surely the best time. It is warmer and there is less risk of snow. From the top of Cho-Oyu Mountain,
you can have the view of some of the amazing peak plateau alongside with the eye-catching
landscape of Lhotse, Everest, Ama Dablam, Nuptse and Chamlang and also more peaks that are
located on Khumbu. On October 19, 1954, Cho-Oyu Mountain was first climbed, via the north-west
ridge by Herbert Tichy, Joseph Jöchler and Sherpa Pasang Dawa Lama of an Austrian expedition.
Cho-Oyu is one of the most beautiful mountains in the world.

Cho Oyu Expedition 8201m is one of the best destinations in Mahalangur Himal range, which looks
above the 8000m peak of Nepal’s Himalayas. Cho Oyu Expedition is located at Solukhumbu district
in Nepal. Connect with Climbing Himalaya for Mountaineering info, and to Explore this Nepalese
Himalaya peak, we would like to organise Cho Oyu Expedition 8201m as in: as per our client’s
requirement or in a fixed package arranged by us to provide different experience as compared to
others. We offer a Package of Cho Oyu Expedition that covers: Logistic, Transportation,
Accommodation, and Professional Mountain Guide – all of precisely what we’ll need for climbing Cho
Oyu Peak and at a reasonable price. Cho Oyu Expedition costs offered here are reasonable in a sense
that we make sure that you have the best of everything. We would like you to explore the Himalayas
and experience professional peak climbing in Nepal. All climbers who want to be at the summit of
Cho Oyu in Nepal, Please feel free to connect with us at Climbing Himalaya (sister company of Trip
Himalaya) to achieve your most awaited dream. We believe we are proficient enough to handle any
kind of problems perfectly and professionally during your expedition in Nepal.
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